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office furniture  
in your comfort zone.
www.tayco.com

up
post-and-beam system

Up’s patented center post facilitates multiple set-ups 

and maximizes opportunities for configuration. in 

tandem with the system’s unique cantilever support, 

the possibilities seem endless. Up gives you the 

flexibility to go in any direction and to work at the 

height you choose.

Up. down. 
all around.

start here. go anywhere.
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the shape of the modern workplace.
Up is post and beam.
done right. the shape of the modern workplace.

Up is post and beam.
done right.



plan for any direction. 
Because good work happens in  
great spaces. and the right angle 
doesn’t have to be 90 degrees.

innovation

Up incorporates a unique cantilever support 

system. components can be configured in multiple 

positions and heights, and the system is designed 

for simplicity in shipping and assembly. 

function 

Up provides options and features that go  

beyond those of other desking, panel and post-

and-beam systems. Up is an all-in-one design 

solution that creates a combination of  

work environments and product solutions for  

any direction.

aesthetics 

Up is a contemporary office furniture solution 

designed to incorporate fine details that provide  

a sense of continuity throughout the workspace.

Up is flexible. Up is attractive. Up is open.
Up is adaptable. Up is sturdy. Up is sleek.
Up makes the workplace better.

1  work organizers 

2  worksurface-mounted power and data Box 

3  post mounted overhead cabinet (front view)

4  post mounted overhead cabinet (Back view) 

5  coat hook 

6  identification sign   

7  worksurface-mounted divisional screen
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integration for a collaborative workplace.
Up is post and beam.
done right.



1  trunk electrical access

2  Up storage support foot

3  credenza seat and electrical access

4  Box drawer pencil tray

5  tower tackboard and tambour door

6  tambour door locking plate

7  cargo drawer

integration

Up is practical, with storage that integrates 

seamlessly into the workspace. space 

planning is optimized with worksurfaces that 

connect directly to the storage.

intelligence

Up facilitates maximum storage in a minimal 

footprint using innovative space management 

solutions. tackboards, whiteboards, and 

accessory panels ensure that no vertical 

surface goes unused. horizontal surfaces serve 

as seating, space dividers, and secondary work 

areas. 

right where you want it. plan it. move it. connect it. adjust it. organize it. 
integrate it. change it. store it. divide it. Use it. 
Up makes it all easy.
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interactive

Up is organization simplified. towers include 

integrated power and data troughs that carry cables 

between workstations. plus, power and data can be 

accessed at key locations within the storage. 5 6
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let your vision take shape.
your work has integrity, inspiration, and style.
so should your workplace.

ergonomic

Up storage accommodates the full range of 

worksurface height adjustability with integrated 

worksurface support. compact storage areas are 

easily accessible via tambour doors and drawers 

with flush handles.

personal 

Up is not all business. secondary drawers  

and cabinets offer private storage space for 

personal items.

adaptable

the trunk has an optional and reversible top 

cabinet that resolves many storage tasks while 

transmitting natural light.



Up is the highest  
common denominator.

comfort and aesthetics are factors in 
performance because people do more  
in environments that treat them well.  
versatile, functional, and attractive, Up is  
the meeting place of form and function.

versatile

the Up system builds on  

a surprisingly small array of 

components for a broad range of 

configurations. Beyond desking 

and divisions, the system includes 

peripherals that enhance flexibility 

and functionality in the workplace. 

from individual workstations and  

team environments to reception 

and the boardroom... the look 

is consistent and the effect is 

considerable.

minimal components. 
maximized potential.



right for you.  
right for the world.

tayco is dedicated to increasing workplace 
productivity through systems and solutions 
that show a genuine concern for the 
environment. 

Up’s support structure, frame, and support components are manufactured entirely from recyclable materials. 

its worksurfaces and solid privacy screens are made with low-voc materials. throughout the system, plastic 

components are used sparingly. Up is assembled with water-soluble adhesives and mechanical fasteners. Up is 

greengUard certified for indoor air quality and complies with low-emitting materials leed credit 4.5 (systems 

furniture and seating). the way we see it, caring about the world is essential to feeling good about the workspace. 

designed at tayco. 
By dakota kasdorf.
canadian designer dakota kasdorf, Bid, studied architecture, engineering and industrial design at carleton 

University in ottawa. graduating with a bachelor of industrial design with high distinction in 1990, he has 

dedicated his career to office furniture design.

dakota’s approach begins with the simple philosophy that everyone has the right to be happy and that the 

objects we interact with on a daily basis should contribute to our happiness. furniture, by design, has a direct 

impact on people’s lives. it is both functional and decorative. it performs a task and defines a space. furniture 

should have significance beyond its physical presence.

with tayco’s patented and award-winning Up post-and-beam system, dakota created something that breaks 

with the utilitarian aesthetic that defines most of the current market. it’s a system that is greater than the sum 

of its parts. Up is beautiful from a distance, but also stands up to close contact and exploration. it achieves a 

working balance of comfort and visual appeal.


